1. Biggest Tax cuts since 1986

2. Golden Age of Reg Relief - best economy since 2000–over 1,500 rules repealed
   • 3% GDP vs Obama 1.5%
   • 5 mil people off food stamps

3. Energy Dominance – Global leader in oil and gas production
   1. 277% growth in crude exports
   2. 132% increase in coal exports
   3. 52% increase in natural gas exports

4. Crackdown on illegal immigration and building The Wall

5. Moved U.S. Embassy in Israel to Jerusalem

6. Enacted Infrastructure bills – WRDA and FAA Reauth

7. SCOTUS – Gorsuch and Kavanaugh Remaking the Judiciary

8. Repealed Dodd-Frank rules

9. Record Employment: 157M jobs

10. Strongest military in 15 years- $738B for FY20. Compare to Obama constant dollar defense spending:
    o 2010 - $794 b
    o 2015 - $586 b